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I – INTRODUCTION

For the purpose of effecting the collection and analysis  of evidence,  the identification of the 
causal factors and the elaboration of safety recommendations that should be necessary, in order 
to prevent that in the future occur similar maritime accidents and/or incidents, the Port Captaincy 
of Rio Grande do Sul carried out the Marine Safety Investigation, in compliance with that laid 
down in the Casualty  Investigation  Code of  the  International  Maritime Organization  (IMO), 
adopted by Resolution MSC. 255(84).

.

II – SYNOPSIS

The merchant vessel DÜDEN, IMO No 800052226, of Turkish Flag, sailed from the port of 
Harcourt  in  Nigeria  with  the  destination  of  Rosário  in  Argentine,  with  a  call  en  route  for 
bunkering at the port of Tema, in Ghana. 

On the 22nd November of 2009, in the period of 00:00 tom01:00hours, when the ship was at 
Latitude 29o    58’ 45’’S and Longitude 047o 33’ 45’’ W, around 260 kilometres (approximately 
some 140 miles) from Tramandai-RS, a fire broke out which reached totally, the superstructure 
(habitable compartments, galley, bridge, soldering workshop, the room of the extinguishers of 
the fixed CO2 system and etc.) from the main deck up to the last upper deck (flying bridge), 
resulting in the death of one of the crewmembers.

The  ship  was  without  cargo,  with  destination  Rosário,  to  load.  The  holds  and  the  forward 
compartments did not suffer damages, once that the fire concentrated exclusively on the after 
superstructure.  The  decks  below  the  main  deck  suffered  light  damages,  produced  by  the 
excessive  heat  of  the  fire  which  occurred  upwards  from  the  main  deck,  transmitted  by 
conduction and/or the ventilation ducts.

II-1 –  The situation of the MV DÜDEN found on 14/12/2009, on the occasion of the 
Survey carried out by the Naval Inspectors designated for the elaboration of the  Marine 
Safety Investigation in the following conditions:

a) EXTERNAL PART  

– Berthed Port side to, with three hawsers forward (photo 01) and two aft (photo 02);
– Draft forward 1.8 metres; 
– Draft amidships 3.0 metres;
– Draft aft 5.5 metres;
– Propeller with half of the blade out of the water;
– Half of the Rudder Blade out of the water;
– Without the starboard anchor; 
– Side, in a general form, with painting in a bad condition (photo 03), presenting the 
paint burnt on the upper works, above the main deck aft (photos 04 and 05); 
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– The plating  of  the  stern  does  not  show externally  damages  provoked by the  fire 
(photo 02). 

 

b) MAIN DECK

 - The cranes, the cargo holds, the compartments and equipment of the bow, besides the 
main deck strictly speaking, suffered nothing with the fire (photo 07);
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            - The compartments at the stern were the only ones to be reached by the fire, as described 
below: 

1) The  Compartment  of  the  welding  Workshop  (photo  08),  that  contained  gas,  oil, 
electrical materials and much wiring, had its equipments, floor, bulkheads (with their thermic 
insulation), ceiling and etc. completely destroyed;

2) The  corridor  of  the  cabins  completely  destroyed  (photo09),  including  with  the 
ampoules of masks (O2) still intact, without having been, even, taken off the rack;

3) The cabins to Port (photo 10), had their beds, cupboards, mattresses, desks, floors, 
bulkheads with their thermic insulation, ceiling and etc., completely destroyed;

4) The pantry (photo 11) had all the bulkheads with their thermic insulation burnt and 
destroyed, the floor and ceiling completely destroyed,  remaining only some ceramic and iron 
utensils;

5) The bathroom also was completely destroyed, with its floor, bulkheads and ceiling 
totally burnt, nothing remaining; 

6) The cold storage plant (photo 12) had all its equipment, controllers, coils, shelves, 
floors, bulkheads (with their thermic insulation) and ceilings completely destroyed, remaining 
only the metallic parts;

7) The  laundry  (photo  13)  also  had  all  its  washing  machines,  driers,  tanks,  floors, 
bulkheads (with their thermic insulation) and ceiling completely destroyed, remaining only the 
metallic parts of same;

8) The  storeroom of  firefighting  material  (photo  14,  was  completely  burnt,  causing 
destruction of all the equipment, ampoules, floors, bulkheads (with the thermic insulation) and 
ceilings, remaining only the metallic parts (twisted of the ampoules (they can  be seen in the 
interior  of  the  compartment,  the  remains  of  16  extinguishers  of  5  kg  and  two  cart  type 
extinguishers of 45kg);

9) The  storeroom  of  pantry  material  (photos  25  and  26)  located  to  Starboard,  was 
completely destroyed (floor, ceiling, equipments and materials) however, parts of the thermic 
insulation of the bulkheads resisted the fire;

10) Another  storeroom of spare parts  located to  Starboard (photo 27) was completely 
destroyed,  however,  the same as the storeroom of pantry material,  it  had part  of its  thermic 
insulation of the bulkhead preserved;

11) The  gymnasium  (photo  15)  located  to  Port,  had  all  its  equipment,  floors, 
bulkheads(with their thermic insulation) and ceilings completely destroyed, remaining only the 
metallic parts of same, and it can be noted that the glass of the scuttle was only cracked, which 
indicates that, in that area, the fire acted with less intensity;

12) The fire boxes (photo 16), both to Port and to Starboard, had their boxes and hoses 
completely destroyed by the fire, remaining only the metallic parts (connections, jets, hose keys, 
hydrant and support) it could be observes that the hydrant was closed;

13) The compartments of the cabins to Starboard (photo 17) had their beds, cupboards, 
mattresses,  desks, floors, bulkheads with their  thermic insulation,  ceiling and etc.,  destroyed, 
where it can be noted that the intensity of the fire was greater, seeing the glass of the scuttles 
melted; and

14) The compartment of the ampoules of the fixed CO2 system (photos 18, 19 and 20), 
that  is  to  Starboard,  was  little  affected,  signifying  that  it  suffered  just  with  the  heat  of  the 
adjacent   compartments,  transmitted  by conduction  of  the  bulkheads  and ceiling.  It  may be 
observed that all the thermic insulation of the compartment was practically intact, and that the 
devices of actuating the ampoules were not reacted.
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c) DECK 01

– The corridor to Starboard (photo 21) was completely burnet and destroyed presenting 
the plating of the bulkheads very twisted by the heat of the fire;

– The corridor that crosses Starboard/Port also was completely destroyed and had its 
bulkheads and floor quite twisted by the excessive heat of the fire;

– The cabin to Starboard forward (photo 22) had its beds, cupboards, mattresses, desks, 
floors, bulkheads (with their thermic insulation), ceiling and etc, destroyed by the fire inclusively 
with its bulkheads quite twisted;

– The  pantry  (photo  23)  located  to  Starboard,  had  all  the  equipments,  electric 
appliances,  kitchen  utensils,  bulkheads  (with  their  thermic  insulation)  floor  and  ceiling, 
completely destroyed, remaining only the supports of the sinks (made of metallic material) with 
some kitchen utensils with greater resistance to the fire;

– The  cabin  amidships  had  its  beds,  cupboards,  mattresses,  desks,  floors, 
bulkheads(with their thermic insulation), ceiling and etc, destroyed by the fire, inclusively with 
its bulkheads and floor excessively twisted;

– The galley (photo 24) had its entire interior burnt and destroyed, only resisting the 
metallic parts of the oven, stove, fume hoods, sinks, exhausters, clock (with hands stopped at 
01:14 hrs and some utensils;

– The  storeroom  of  material  of  ready  use  had  the  bulkheads  (with  the  thermic 
insulation), floor and ceiling, completely destroyed by the fire and the heat produced, remaining 
just some twisted tins and remains of tools;

– The Starboard and Port mess halls (photo 25) had their tables, chairs, accessories, 
bulkheads (with their thermic insulation)floor and ceiling, completely destroyed, remaining just 
the metallic structures; 

– The anteroom of the engine-room  had its bulkheads (with their thermic insulation), 
floor and ceiling, completely destroyed, remaining just the iron metallic structure of the clothes 
cupboard; 

– The  cabins  to  Port  forward  had  their  beds,  tables,  desks,  cupboards,  lavatories 
destroyed by the fire, remaining the metallic parts. However, one can observe that the bulkheads 
had  their  thermic  insulation  destroyed,  but  the  painting  resisted  in  some  points.  It  can  be 
observed, although they were very much twisted. Likewise, the ceiling and the floor were burnt 
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and destroyed,  nevertheless,  in some places, they had their  painting reached, but, not totally 
removed;

– In the external part of the Stern to Port (photo 26) it can be observed that the fire 
reached only the superstructure, the after part being preserved (bollards and pinions intact);

– In the external part of the Stern to Starboard (photos 27 and 28) it can be observed 
that it was considerably affected by the fire (bollards, pinions, capstan and balustrade burnt). It 
can also be observed that the superstructure, on all the decks, was more affected to Starboard 
than to Port; and 

– The external corridor to Port (photo 29) did not suffer as much that of Starboard, it 
being possible to observe that a big part of the painting was preserved.
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d) DECK 02

– The  corridor  to  Starboard   was  considerable  affected,  burning  and  destroying 
everything  including  the  davit  (photo  30)  and  the  Starboard  lifeboat  leaving  the  bulkhead 
excessively twisted with the heat received and remaining only the metallic parts of iron;

– The Starboard Lifeboat  (photo 31) was totally destroyed,  remaining only the iron 
metallic parts of its axle, its propeller and its motor, it being certified that it did not come to be 
lowered; 

– The corridor aft (photo 32) was little affected and it could be observed that they had 
got  to  installing  a  fire  hose,  descending  from deck  02  to  the  stern  (deck  01),  without  the 
respective connection, and remains of a hose on the deck to Starboard with a jet, that apparently 
did not get to be used;

– The cabins forward of amidship, to Starboard and to Port had their beds, cupboards, 
mattresses, desks, floors, bulkheads (with their thermic insulation), ceiling and etc. destroyed by 
the fire, with their bulkheads and floors being quite badly twisted;

– Air  Conditioning  Compartment  (photo  33)  where  it  may  be  seen  that  the 
compartment  suffered little  with the fire,  and what was affected,  was due solely to the heat 
transmitted by conduction and by the ventilation of the galley which passes through the interior 
of the compartment; 
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– Compartment  of  switchboards  (photo  34)  where  were  completely  destroyed  the 
contacts, circuit breakers, wiring and indicators, besides the floor, the ceiling and the bulkheads 
(with their thermic insulation);

– Internal  connecting  corridor  from Starboard to  Port  (photo 35) where it  could  be 
observed that  the  fire  besides  burning  everything,  the  heat  twisted  in  an excessive  way the 
bulkheads and the floor in some parts;

– The infirmary (photo 36) despite also having had its entire interior destroyed by the 
fire,  remaining  only the  metallic  parts  of  the  bed,  of  the  cupboards  and some ampoules  of 
oxygen, also had some parts of the thermic insulation of the bulkheads that resisted;

– The welding storeroom (photo 37)  located  astern  on deck 02,  with  access  by an 
external corridor on the stern and by the side of the air conditioning compartment, nearly did not 
suffer with the fire, which only affected the painting of the bulkheads in some parts, with the 
effect of the heat transmitted by conduction of the bulkheads, not reaching neither the equipment 
nor the materials inside the compartment; and

– The web of the air conditioning however showed a dark colour, from the excess of 
heat and smoke passed through the ventilation duct;
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e) DECK 03

– Cabins forward to Starboard (photo 38) had their beds, tables, cupboards, mattresses, 
desks floors, bulkheads (with their thermic insulation), ceiling and etc. destroyed by the fire, 
including with their bulkheads and floors excessively twisted; 

– The  pantry  to  Starboard  had  its  refrigerator,  coffee  machine,  cupboard,  pantry 
accessories, bulkheads (with their thermic insulation), ceiling and floors, completely burnt and 
destroyed;

– The internal corridor connecting Starboard to Port (photo 39) also was completely 
burnt and totally destroyed, including with the bulkhead and floors considerable twisted;

– The external part to Port (photos 40 and 41) as can be seen, the after part of the 
superstructure of Deck 03, such as the funnel and the ship’s laundry drying room exhausters 
closed  both to Port and to Starboard, were not reached by the fire, inclusively, it may be attested 
that some Parts to Port such as structure for launching the lifeboat, parts of the balustrade and 
stairs of access to the bridge also were not reached; and

– External part to Starboard (photos 42 and 43) we can note that, inversely to Port, the 
superstructure was completely destroyed, as well as the structure for launching the lifeboat and 
the deck excessively twisted by the heat of the fire; however the after part of the funnel remained 
intact;
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f) BRIDGE

– The Port wing (photo 44) had half of its structure totally destroyed and the other half 
remained practically intact, inclusively we can note that the Port pelorus remained intact with its 
painting unharmed;

– The Starboard wing (photo 45) inversely to the Port wing, was completely destroyed, 
nothing left, inclusively, consuming all the Starboard pelorus and buoys, besides the access stairs 
to the flying bridge. And, as may also be observed, the funnel in its forward part, remained just 
with paint peeled by the heat produced in the superstructure;

– The Bridge (photo 46) had its entire interior, that is radars, echo sounders, GMDSS, 
VDR, radio equipment, consoles, and etc. destroyed, including the bulkheads (with their thermic 
insulation) and floors; and

– The  floors  of  the  wings,  both  Starboard  and  Port  (photo  47)  were  exceedingly 
twisted, indicating that the heat coming from deck 03 was extremely intense and excessive.

g) FLYING BRIDGE
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– It can be noted that the floor of the flying bridge (photo 48) also was quite twisted, by 
the excessive heat produced in the interior of the bridge. It can be observed that, the same as 
other decks, to Port there were some parts preserved.

– Batteries  compartment  and the  accommodation  of  the  EPIRB (that  stayed  on  the 
flying bridge) were completely burnt;

– The principal mast suffered little with the fire, for, by the fact that flying bridge is 
open to the sky, probably contributed for the fire not to spread upwards; and

– About the flying bridge, one concludes that the damages were only from the heat 
coming from the bridge, for, as may be seen, the structure of the magnetic compass (photo 49) 
stayed intact showing that the heat was not sufficient to destroy it.

h) SUPERSTRUCTURE

– It may be observed that the fire reached from the main deck to the bridge (photos 50 
and 51); and

– In the external view of Starboard and Port (photos 50 and 51) it may be observed that 
fire affected more the part to Starboard, than that to Port.
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i) STEERING GEAR

 The photos 52 and 53 show that the compartment of the steering gear, which is located 
below the main  deck,  practically  suffered nothing with the fire,  with just  some parts  of  the 
ceiling  peeled,  result  of  the  heat  conducted  by  the  floor  of  the  main  deck.  Within  the 
compartment to Starboard , there exist besides various inflammable materials, two compressors 
of the cold storage,  and the one most  aft  was with the panel  of pressure switches open and 
various tools spread out on the floor, denoting that it was being repaired and the other one was 
with the lid intact.

            

j) EMERGENCY FIRE PUMP COMPARTMENT

           The referred compartment, likewise to the steering gear, for it is located in the interior of 
same, just one floor below (photo 54), also suffered nothing, being only dirty. The valves for 
suction from the sea and discharge were found in a closed position.
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k) ENGINE ROOM

As may be observed in photos numbers 55 to 58, the Engine Control Centre presents only 
some signs of overheating and soot, two extinguishers were found, one full and the other empty. 
The boiler was burnt externally, without signs of explosion. The generators (MCA) showed no 
external damages, the output cabling was intact,  equally so that of the Principal Combustion 
Motor, that is, in a general manner, none of the motors and/or equipments, suffered with the fire, 
the engine room had only small parts of the ceiling burnt and consequently peeled. One thing 
that was observed and does not present cause/effect with the occurrence, is the fact that the holds 
were with a lot of oil and a strong smell of combustible vapours.

III – GENERAL INFORMATION

Name of the ship:  m.v. DÜDEN
IMO No of the ship: 8005226
Type of ship: General Cargo (dry)
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Where built: Japan
Keel laid: 10/06/1981
Hull material: steel

Owner: SOTRADE DENIZCILIK SANAVYI VE TICARET S.A.
Operator: SOTRADE DENIZCILIK SANAVYI VE TICARET S.A.
Flag: Turkey.
Port of Registry: Istanbul.
Call Sign: TCSI
Gross Tonnage: 15,857
Net Tonnage: 11,294
DWT summer: 26,975
Length of the ship 168.21metres
Draft of the ship 13.8 metres
Breadth of the ship 22.84 metres
Total  power  of  the  engines:  MCP:  10,000  BHP  or  7,460  KW;  MCA  without  technical 
information.
Capacity of the tanks: it was not possible to determine;
Fuel existing onboard on the occasion of the fire: fuel oil (bunkers) 120 tons and diesel oil 40 
metric tons.

Classification Society Lloyd’s Register of Shipping (LR) – suspended since 30/11/2009
1. Last renewal survey by Lloyd’s Register (LR): 18/11/2006
2. Last annual survey (LR): 30/11/2009
3. Removed from class (LR) 30/11/2009

P&I Club – (Certificate  of  Entry)  –  South  of  England – Bermuda  Limited  – 20/03/2009 to 
19/03/2010.

Certificate  of  insurance  or  other  financial  security  (CLC)  –  Isle  of  Man  Government  – 
19/03/2009 

III-1 - Some further pertinent Information about the ship:

The ship DÜDEN does not  present  a history of  excellence,  having been detained  on 
30/05/2006 in La Plata, in the Argentine, and in all the other inspections carried out under the 
aegis of the Viña Del Mar Agreement, deficiencies were observed, excepting one sole inspection 
on 09/06/2003 in the port of Manzanillo in Mexico, which did not present deficiencies.

In relation to the other International Agreements (MoU- Memorandum of Understanding) 
of Tokyo, Paris, Indian Ocean and US Coast Guard, it is verified that the ship DÜDEN, in the 
last 10 years (1999 to 2009), presented the following:

a) detained 3 (three) times (La Coruña-2002, Passajes-2003 and Bandar Abbas-2007); 
and

b) in the 20 inspections carried out by the Port State Control Officers(PSCO), in only six 
(6) of them no deficiencies were registered.

According to the information presented above the m.v. DÜDEN can be considered as a 
substandard ship, with faults in the Management of Safety (ISM-CODE). It was also observed 
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that  in all  the ports  in which were detected deficiencies  always  were specified in Form “B” 
procedures in disagreement with the norms relative to fire fighting and salvage. 

The Brazilian Navy notified the owner to take a decision, as to the situation of the ship 
(towage/repair/salvage) having received no reply. However, according to their appointed agent in 
the  port  of  Rio  Grande,  Agência  Maritima  UNIMAR,  they  alleged  that  they  were  without 
financial resources at the moment, thus not having conditions to contract the services necessary 
to solve the problems.

The owner of the ship is a Turkish company, which possesses besides the ship DÜDEN, 
only one more with the name SAPANCA (IMO-7416777), older than the DÜDEN, a fact that 
made us understand the total lack of assuming, or contribution in the solution of the problem, 
leaving  the  Brazilian  Navy in  a  situation  difficult  and  compulsory  in  the  resolution  of  the 
problem which,  in  theory  is  the  exclusive  responsibility  of  the  owner  and  other  agents  of 
maritime transport.

The Brazilian Navy, by means of a SAR (search and rescue) Operation, coordinated by 
the South Salvamar (Command of the 5th Naval District), employing the Frigate “Bosísio” and a 
helicopter, rescued twenty two crewmembers alive and collected the mortal remains of one (1) 
crewmember killed in the accident. The ship remaining drifting in darkness under the vigilance 
and accompaniment of the ships subordinated to the South Naval Patrol Group (Patrol Vessel 
“Benevente” and Oceangoing Tugboat “Tritão”) that,  in parallel,  effected also the safety and 
control of the maritime and waterways traffic in the locality. (photos 59 a 63).
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The Operator/Owner did not manifest themselves regarding the salvage of the ship that 
offered risks to navigation. In observation of the safety of navigation, the safeguard of human 
life at sea and the prevention of pollution of the waters, the Brazilian Navy issued the Act of 
Apprehension no 001/09, dated 03/12/2009, and forwarded it to the Owner. 

On  26th  November  2009  the  ship  was  anchored  with  the  starboard  anchor,  by  the 
personnel of the Brazilian Navy, in the position of Latitude 30o 42’ 08”S and Longitude 050o 12’ 
02”W, around 12 nautical miles from the coast and at a depth of approximately 45 metres, for it 
was aimless and drifting in direction of the land. If nothing had been done it would have gone 
aground.  

In December of 2009 the Navy decided to two the ship DÜDEN, from the anchorage to 
the quay of the Porto Novo in Rio Grande-RS, berthing the ship portside to on 11th December 
2009, at 19.15 hrs and putting a team of six military personnel to watch, control,  safety and 
services, permanently in place. 

The wreck of the Port lifeboat, lowered and abandoned by the crewmembers after the 
rescue, was found on the beach of Tramandaí – RS, at the coordinates Lat 30o 00’ 06”S Long 
050o 08’ 02” and collected by the Agency of the Captaincy in Tramandaí.

IV – CREWMEMBERS

The crew was composed of 21 nationals of Turkey and 2 naturals of Azerbaijan. The Captain, 
the  Chief  Officer  and  the  Chief  Engineer,  amongst  others,  were  Turkish.  The  table  below 
presents a nominal list of the crewmembers of m.v. DÜDEN.

NAME NACIONALITY RANK
GURHAN DESER TURKISH MASTER

E.HALUK SOLAKOGLU TURKISH C/OFFICER
ILGAR MIRZAYEV AZERBEIJANIAN 2ND OFFICER

SEYFETTIN DALGICER
(DECEASED)

TURKISH 3RD OFFICER

BARIS ACAR TURKISH CHF ENG
ISKENDER MUTI TURKISH 1ST ENG 
MUZAFFER DINÇ TURKISH 2ND ENG/ELCT

FATIH YAKUP TOZLU TURKISH A.B
ZIYA ERBAS TURKISH BOSUN

SERKAN ACAR TURKISH A.B
TAHIR AHMADOV AZERBEIJANIAN O.B
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SAIT VURAL TURKISH O.B
METIN MUSAOGLU TURKISH DONKEYMAN

VEDAT YILMAZ TURKISH FITTER
YUSUF ÇAGLAR TURKISH FITTER
MEHMET UGUR TURKISH OILER

MUSA ERBAS TURKISH OILER
BULENT KARACA TURKISH OILER

MEHMET SARIKAYA TURKISH WIPER
AHMET BAS TURKISH WIPER

CEVAT KURT TURKISH COOK
ERDAL DALKA TURKISH STEWARD
ERTAN ENGIN TURKISH STEWARD

V – CAUSAL FACTORS

Basing  one’s  self  on the  conditions  in  which  were  found the  evidences  on  the  m.v. 
DÜDEN,   as  may  be  attested  by  the  photographs  annexed,  it  is  extremely  difficult  the 
establishing  the  facts,  generators  of  the  fire  and  the place  where  it  started.   However  some 
indications lead to the fact that the disaster had its start on Deck 01 forward, having in view that 
the adjacent decks were excessively burnt, with all their compartments completely destroyed, 
including floors and bulkheads (with their thermic insulation). If the beginning of the fire had 
occurred on the higher decks, probably the damage would not be so great, and would have given 
some time for a response by some members of the crew. 

In the Survey carried out onboard,  by the Investigators of the Port  Captaincy of Rio 
Grande do Sul, on 14th December, 2009, when the ship was berthed in the Porto Novo in Rio 
Grande, only 20 days after the disaster, it was not possible to detect and indication of that had 
occurred any explosion, short circuit, bad working of equipment, human fault, in short, nothing 
that  could direct  for  us  to  arrive  at  a  conclusion  of  what  effectively  occurred.  It  should be 
emphasized  here  that  the  Survey was  delayed  all  this  time  to  be  held  by  the  need  for  the 
investigators to wait for the arrival of m.v. DÜDEN AT Rio Grande.

During this period of 20 days between the disaster and the ship being berthed (the ship 
was towed) in Rio Grande, various events occurred onboard, for example: the presence of teams 
of search and rescue Of the Navy (SAR) onboard to rescue the crew; the boarding of technicians 
to evaluate the possibility of installing a generator for the purpose of anchoring the ship (the ship 
remained aimlessly drifting for some days until the decision to anchor it approximately 12 miles 
from the coast); people onboard to anchor the ship; people onboard to cut the cables and pass the 
towing device which would bring the ship to Rio Grande; and the going onboard of the surveyor 
appointed  by  the  Seguradora  Certasig  (insurer  of  the  hull),  representative  of  “Burgoyne 
Incorporated”, to try to identify the causes of the disaster. 

In  view  of  the  above,  the  scenario  of  the  accident  was  altered  for  obvious  reasons 
namely: the movement of people onboard the ship, to rescue the crew, or to inspect it in order to 
prevent any type of maritime pollution, to maintain its buoyancy and the safety of maritime and 
waterways  traffic  in  the  area  of  the  disaster,  that  made  impossible  the  conclusion  of  the 
“Determinant Cause” of the Accident of Navigation. 

Despite this it was verified that the fire spread from one compartment to another and 
from one deck to another, the through the ducts of ventilation/extraction and conduction (by the 
bulkheads and floors.
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VI – PRELIMINARY LESSONS LEARNT AND CONCLUSIONS

Due to the efforts to rescue the crew, the scene of the accident was altered. All the ship’s 
documents were burnt.  

The ship was substandard, presenting constantly, on the occasion of the inspections carried 
out  by  the  PSCO  of  various  agreements  (MOU),  discrepancies  relating  to  Lifesaving  and 
Firefighting, which may be consulted on the home page www.equasis.org. The List of the Port 
State Control make up Annex A) of this Report. 

According  to  the  testimonies  of  crewmembers  of  the  m.v.  DÜDEN,  there  exists  a 
possibility that the fire started in the habitable compartments, to starboard, close to the cabin of 
the electrician, who was a smoker. Still according to the testimonies of the crewmembers, the 
fire spread with great rapidity (between 2 to 3 minutes) and produced much dark smoke and heat. 
The attempt to overcome the fire was frustrated and the decision of the Captain was to abandon 
the area and to assemble the crew on the bow.  On the bow, the Captain of the m.v. DÜDEN, 
who was already in possession of the equipment to ask for help, activated the EPIRB – 406 
MHz, and was attended  by a Brazilian Navy  Frigate and its organic helicopter.

The documents of the ship such as: certificates, plans, publications etc. were totally burnt, 
except some engine-room logs that were in the Engine Control Centre. 

VII – RECOMMENDATIONS

1) Inflammable materials

         Considering the debris of the fire, it is verified that only survived metals, chinaware and 
glasses,  all  the  other  materials  were  completely  burnt  and  destroyed.  The  existence  of 
inflammable materials supports the fire and spreads it. Furthermore, the burning of the materials 
produces heat that passes to the other compartments by conduction or contact,  increasing the 
dimension of the fire. One of the means to stop the fire would be to deny it one of its elements, 
the fuel,  with  a  substantial  reduction of inflammable material  onboard or the oxygen,  if  the 
ventilation/extraction ducts had been closed.

         Thus, it is suggested that the building of ship does not utilize inflammable materials such 
as, plastics, wood and textiles in the habitable compartments, such as for example: the making of 
cupboards  of metal,  utilization  of  ceramic  flooring in  place  of vinyl  or  carpets,  metal  beds, 
handrails of stairs in metallic material and not wood, the clothes of the crewmembers should be 
restricted to the minimum necessary.

         2) Imperviousness/closing of compartments in habitable areas  
          
         Another aspect important to “sustainment of the fire” is relative to element oxygen. Always 
any supply of oxygen to the fire should be cut, but this is directly related to the capacity of 
closing the ship’s compartments. It is observed that in the areas of the accommodations (cabins 
and mess  halls),  this  closing is  quite  unreliable,  suggesting that  the projects  of the ships be 
revised in relation to the closing of the compartments, ventilation and air extraction, with local 
control and at a distance.
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            3) Smoking

       Smoking should be expressly prohibited onboard, principally in the habitable compartments, 
whilst could be included in the projects of the ships a specific compartment a “smoking room”, 
fitted with  bulkheads and furniture of iron, close to the deck.
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